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The paper addresses the problem of calculating the local fields and effective transport properties and lon-
gitudinal shear stiffness of elliptic fiber composite with imperfect interface. The Rayleigh type represen-
tative unit cell approach has been used. The micro geometry of composite is modeled by a periodic
structure with a unit cell containing multiple elliptic inclusions. The developed method combines the
superposition principle, the technique of complex potentials and certain new results in the theory of spe-
cial functions. An appropriate choice of the potentials provides reducing the boundary-value problem to
an ordinary, well-posed set of linear algebraic equations. The exact finite form expression of the effective
stiffness tensor has been obtained by analytical averaging the local gradient and flux fields. The conver-
gence of solution has been verified and the parametric study of the model has been performed. The
obtained accurate, statistically meaningful results illustrate a substantial effect of imperfect interface
on the effective behavior of composite.
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1. Introduction

The interfaces play an important, often dominant role in deter-
mining the local and overall behavior of heterogeneous solids. The
‘‘perfect interface bonding’’ (more correctly, perfect thermal/
mechanical contact) assumption widely used in micromechanics
is merely a more or less appropriate idealization. In fact, the inter-
faces are always imperfect: the atomic lattices mismatch, poor
mechanical or chemical adherence, surface contamination, oxide
and interphase diffusion/reaction layers, coatings, interface deb-
onding or cracking, etc. are possible reasons of imperfectness. Even
in the case of ideal contact between the constituents, the interface
resistance due to interfacial phonon scattering makes the composite
properties size-dependent (e.g., Every et al., 1992). Nanocomposites
(see, e.g., Luo and Wang, 2009 and the references therein) give an
another example of the size dependence due to interface effects.

In this paper, we focus on the two-dimensional (2D) scalar
(conductivity and out-of-plane shear) models of matrix type
composites. The problems involving composites of circular inclu-
sions with imperfect interface have received a considerable atten-
tion in the literature. Probably, the most known is the work by
Hasselman and Johnson (1987) which extends the famous
Maxwell’s formula for effective conductivity to a fibrous composite
with imperfect interface. An effect of interfacial characteristics on
the effective thermal conductivity of isotropic two-dimensional
periodic (square or hexagonal) composites of circular cylinders is
studied by Lu and Lin (1995). An approximate solution for a ran-
dom composite of imperfectly bonded fibers (Lu and Song, 1996)
takes into account pair wise fiber-to-fiber interactions and radial
distribution function. Graham and McDowell (2003) estimated
thermal conductivity of random fiber composite with imperfect
interface by the finite element analysis of the many-inclusion cell
model. These and other similar (Achenbach and Zhu, 1989; Hashin,
1990; Gao, 1995 among others) works are based on the assumption
that flux/traction is continuous whereas temperature/displace-
ment is discontinuous across the interface. Specifically, a jump in
the displacement is proportional, in terms of ‘‘spring-factor-type’’
interface parameters, to the interface traction. When these inter-
face parameters uniform along the entire length of the material
interface, the model is said to represent a homogeneously imperfect
interface. The case of inhomogeneous interface in out-of-plane
shear was considered by Ru and Schiavone (1997).

In the real-life composites, we do not expect the inclusions to be
of exact canonical shape. The above mentioned models are ade-
quate for the heterogeneous solids with equiaxial inclusions where
the mean radius is the only length parameter of inclusion. When
the inclusion’s shape deviates considerably from the circular one,
we need an additional length parameter to quantify it. In this case,
an ellipse (also possessing two length parameters) appears to be
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more appropriate model shape. In particular, an infinitely thin
elliptic hole is a convenient model of the straight crack. Therefore,
the ‘‘solid with elliptic inclusions’’ model seems appealing in both
theoretical and practical aspects.

The solution for a single elliptic inclusion is well known (see,
e.g., Ru and Schiavone, 1996, and the references therein). At the
same time, the analytical solutions for the interacting elliptic inclu-
sions are limited to a few. A certain progress is observed in the con-
ductivity problem where the multipole expansion solution has
been obtained for the finite (Yardley et al., 1999) and periodic
(Yardley et al., 2001; Kuo, 2010) arrays of elliptical cylinders. The
complete solutions for a finite array of elliptic inclusions in the
plane (Kushch et al., 2005) and half-plane (Kushch et al., 2006)
have been obtained by combining the multipole expansion ap-
proach with the Kolosov–Muskhelishvili’s technique of complex
potentials. This approach has been further developed and applied
to evaluation of the stress intensity factors (Kushch et al., 2009a)
and effective stiffness (Kushch et al., 2009b) of cracked solids.
The theory of the multipole expansion method in application to
the solids with elliptic inclusions is given in the book by Kushch
(2013). Among the available numerical studies on effective con-
ductivity of fiber composites, we mention the work by Lu (1994)
who applied the boundary collocation scheme for evaluating effec-
tive conductivity of the rectangular arrays of elliptic inclusions.
Byström (2003) studied the many-particle cell model for the peri-
odic and random structure composites with circular or elliptic
inclusions by the finite element method.

To our best knowledge, the elliptic fiber composites with imper-
fect interface never been addressed in the micromechanics literature.
The paper by Shen et al. (2000) who considered a single elliptic inclu-
sion with homogeneously imperfect interface is probably the only ef-
fort in this direction. The aim of our work is to close this gap by
developing the micromechanical model of elliptic fiber composite
for the conductivity and out-of-plane shear problems, able to take
into account microstructure of composite and interactions between
the inclusions with imperfect bonding to the matrix.

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, we formulate the
problem in terms of complex potentials. Second, a general solution
of the problem for a single, imperfectly bonded elliptic inclusion in
the inhomogeneous far field is derived and tested numerically.
Next, we incorporate this solution into a general scheme of the
multipole expansion method to get a complete solution for a rep-
resentative unit cell (RUC) model of elliptic fiber composite with
imperfect interface. By analytical averaging the local gradient
and flux fields, the exact finite form expression of the effective con-
ductivity tensor has been obtained. The effect of interface conduc-
tivity on the effective behavior of composite has been evaluated.
The background theory is provided in Appendices.

2. Governing equations in terms of complex variables

We consider a steady heat conduction in the unidirectional
elliptic fiber composite due to transverse heat flux. In this case,
the two-dimensional (2D) model is adequate to study the phenom-
enon. We assume both the matrix and fibers to be isotropic. The
governing equation is r � q ¼ 0, where q ¼ �krT is the heat flux
vector. Also, k is the thermal conductivity, T and rT is the temper-
ature and its gradient, respectively. In the case of constant k; T
obeys Laplace equation r2T ¼ 0.

Our analysis employs the technique of complex potentials (e.g.,
Muskhelishvili, 1953). In terms of the complex variable z ¼ x1 þ ix2

representing the position vector x ¼ x1; x2ð ÞT in Ox1x2 plane,
Laplace equation reduces to

r2T ¼ @2T
@z@�z

¼ 0:
The temperature T and complex heat flux q ¼ q1 þ iq2 are ex-
pressed in terms of the complex potential uðzÞ as

T ¼ ReuðzÞ; q ¼ q1 þ iq2 ¼ �ku0ðzÞ: ð1Þ

Here and below, prime denotes differentiation with respect to the
whole argument and over-bar denotes the complex conjugate.

The mathematically equivalent mechanical problem in the 2D
elasticity theory is out-of-plane shear, where u3 is the only non-
zero component of displacement vector u:

u1 ¼ u2 ¼ 0; u3 ¼ wðx1; x2Þ:

In this case, two non-zero components of the stress tensor are r13

and r23. The stress equilibrium equation r � r ¼ 0 takes the form

@r13

@x1
þ @r23

@x2
¼ 0; ð2Þ

the Hooke’s law reduces to

ri3 ¼ 2lei3 ¼ l@w=@xi; i ¼ 1;2: ð3Þ

It follows from Eqs. (2) and (3) that r2w ¼ 0 whereas the strain
compatibility condition

@e13

@x2
¼ @e23

@x1
¼ 1

2
@2w
@x1@x2

is obeyed identically. This problem is readily reformulated in terms
of the complex potentials (Muskhelishvili, 1953). For w ¼ ReuðzÞ,
Eq. (3) takes the form analogous to Eq. (1): namely, the complex
stress r ¼ r13 þ ir23 ¼ lu0ðzÞ. Hence, the conductivity problem
we consider below can be also interpreted in the mechanical con-
text as the out-of-plane shear of elastic fibrous composite, with re-
place T to w; ð�kÞ to l and q to r.

3. Single inclusion in an inhomogeneous far field

3.1. The problem statement

Consider an unbounded plane, or matrix, containing a single
elliptic inclusion. All the matrix- and inclusion-related quantities
are indexed by ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’, respectively: T ¼ T ð0Þ and k ¼ k0 in
the matrix, T ¼ Tð1Þ and k ¼ k1 in the inclusion. To describe geom-
etry of the problem, we introduce the Cartesian coordinate frame
Ox1x2 so that its origin coincides with the centroid of ellipse
whereas the Ox1 and Ox2 axes are directed along the major and
minor axes of the ellipse. An aspect ratio of the ellipse is
e ¼ l2=l1, where l1 and l2 are the major and minor, respectively,
semi-axes of the ellipse; its area S1 ¼ pl1l2. Another derivative
geometric parameter to be used in our analysis is the inter-foci

distance 2d, where d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2
1 � l2

2

q
.

Alongside with conventional complex variable z ¼ x1 þ ix2, we
will use the ‘‘elliptic’’ complex variable n ¼ fþ ig introduced
(e.g., Sneddon and Berry, 1958) as

z ¼ d cosh n ¼ d
2
ðtþ t�1Þ; t ¼ exp n: ð4Þ

In fact, Eq. (4) defines an elliptic coordinate frame with f and g as
‘‘radial’’ and ‘‘angular’’ coordinates, respectively. In particular, the
coordinate curve f ¼ f0 specified by the condition

f0 ¼ ln
l1 þ l2

d

� �
¼ 1

2
ln

1þ e
1� e

� �
ð5Þ

coincides with the boundary of elliptic inclusion. Also, we denote
t0 ¼ exp f0. It is important that at this boundary the functions
tk ¼ tk

0 exp ikg depend only on the angular coordinate g. This fact
makes the complex variable n particularly useful for the domains
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with elliptic boundaries. In the limiting case of circular e ¼ 1ð Þ inclu-
sion, d! 0, t0 !1; t0d! 2R; g! h and td! 2r exp ih ¼ 2z
where r and h are the circular coordinates. Another limiting case is
an infinitely thin e ¼ 0ð Þ inclusion or slit/crack where d ¼ l1 and
t0 ¼ 1.

The imperfect contact thermal between the matrix and
inclusion is assumed in the form (Hasselman and Johnson,
1987):

hcsTtL ¼ qn; sqntL ¼ 0; ð6Þ

where qn ¼ �krT � n ¼ �k@T=@n is the normal flux and
sf tL ¼ f ð0Þ � f ð1Þ

� �
jL means a jump of quantity f across the interface

L : f ¼ f0. The temperature field in and outside the inclusion is de-
fined by the far temperature field Tfar: from the physical consider-

ation, Tð0Þ ! Tfar when z!1. And, to complete the problem

formulation, we impose T ð1Þð0Þ ¼ 0. Our goal is to determine tem-
perature in and outside the inclusion.

3.2. Formal solution

The temperature Tð1Þ is written in terms of the complex poten-
tial u1 as

Tð1Þ ¼ Reu1; u1 ¼
X

k

Dkt�k; ð7Þ

where Dk ¼ D�k (e.g., Muskhelishvili, 1953) due to the fact that T ð1Þ

is finite everywhere in the inclusion z 2 S1ð Þ. Taking Tð1Þð0Þ ¼ 0 into
account yields

u1 ¼
X1
k¼1

Dk tk þ t�k
� �

: ð8Þ

The same reasonings apply to the far temperature field Tfar assumed
to be regular in a vicinity of inclusion, so

Tfar ¼ Reufar; ufar ¼
X1
k¼1

ak tk þ t�k
� �

: ð9Þ

An important particular case is the constant far heat flux
Qfar ¼ �k0G, where G ¼ G1 þ iG2. The corresponding temperature
Tfar ¼ G1x1 þ G2x2 ¼ Re Gz

� �
. From here, ak ¼ dk1dG=2, where dij is

the Kronecker delta.
The total temperature in the matrix Tð0Þ ¼ Tfar þ Ts, where Ts is a

disturbance due to the inclusion:

Tð0Þ ¼ Reu0; u0 ¼ ufar þus: ð10Þ

Its asymptotic behavior (Ts ! 0 with z!1) implies that us

series expansion involves only negative powers of t, i.e.,

us ¼
X1
k¼1

Akt�k: ð11Þ

In what follows, however, we will conveniently write

u0 ¼
X

k

Ak þ akð Þt�k; ð12Þ

where Ak � 0 for k 6 0 and ak ¼ a�k.
3.3. Resolving set of equations

The normal flux continuity condition sqntL ¼ 0 is equivalent to
ImskuðzÞtL ¼ 0 (e.g., Muskhelishvili, 1953), so instead of the sec-
ond condition in Eq. (6) we use

ek1 u1 �u1ð Þ ¼ u0 �u0; ð13Þ
where ek1 ¼ k1=k0. At the interface L, t ¼ t0t, where t ¼ exp ig;
hence, t ¼ t0t�1. By substituting u1 of Eq. (8) and u0 of Eq. (12) into
Eq. (13), we get

ek1

X
k

Dkt�k
0 t�k �

X
k

Dktk
0t�k

 !
¼
X

k

Ak þ akð Þt�k
0 t�k

�
X

k

A¼k þ ak

� �
tk

0t�k:

In view of the orthogonality property of Fourier harmonics
tk ¼ exp ikg, we come readily to a set of linear relations

ek1 Dkt�k
0 � Dktk

0

� �
¼ Ak þ akð Þt�k

0 � aktk
0 ð14Þ

for k > 0.
Our objective is to find the multipole expansion coefficients Ak.

To this end, we take the first interface condition of Eq. (6)

hc T0 � T1ð Þ ¼ �k0
@T0

@n

in terms of potentials as

u0 þu0 ¼ u1 þu1 �
k0

hc

@u0

@n
þ @u0

@n

� �
:

At the elliptic interface f ¼ f0,

@u
@n
¼ 1

d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sinh2f0 þ sin2 g

q @u
@f

:

So we get

ek1 u0 þu0ð Þ ¼ ek1 u1 þu1ð Þ þ b
@u0

@f
þ @u0

@f

� �
; ð15Þ

where

b ¼ � k1

hcl2

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a sin2 g

q ; ð16Þ

a ¼ sinh�2f0 and l2 ¼ d sinh f0 is the minor semi-axis of elliptic
inclusion.

Remark 1. By contrast to the perfect interface (hc ¼ 1) case, for a
finite hc a ‘‘size effect’’ is observed, i.e., the obtained results are
dependent on the inclusion size (e.g., Benveniste and Miloh, 1986).
This is a direct consequence of the first interface condition of Eq.
(13): hc dimensionality is (Wt/m2K). The dimensionless complex
hcl2=k1 entering Eq. (16) can be viewed (e.g., Lu and Lin, 1995) as
the interface Biot number/criterion.

Combination of Eq. (15) with Eq. (13) yields

ek1 þ 1
� �

u0 þ ek1 � 1
� �

u0 ¼ 2ek1u1 þ b
@u0

@f
þ @u0

@f

� �
:

In view of Eq. (12) and the remarkable property @t=@f ¼ t, one finds
thatek1 þ 1
� �X

n

An þ anð Þt�n þ ek1 � 1
� �X

n

An þ an

� �
t�n

¼ 2ek1

X
n

Dnt�n � b
X

n

n An þ anð Þt�n þ
X

n

n An þ an

� �
t�n

 !
:

Now, we multiply by tk : k ¼ 1;2; . . . and integrate over a period
0 6 g 6 2p to get another infinite set of linear equations:

ek1 þ 1
� �

Ak þ akð Þt�k
0 þ ek1 � 1

� �
a�ktk

0

¼ 2ek1Dkt�k
0 �

X
n

n An þ anð Þt�n
0 bk�n �

X
n

n An þ an

� �
t�n

0 bkþn;

ð17Þ



Table 1
Convergence of A1 in terms of the number of harmonics, nmax for the temperature
gradient G ¼ 1, aspect ratio e ¼ 0:1 and inclusion-to-matrix conductivity ratioek1 ¼ 1000.

ehc
nmax

1 3 5 10 15 20

1 1.09350 1.09350 1.09350 1.09350 1.09350 1.09350

103 1.08941 1.08942 1.08943 1.08944 1.08944 1.08944

102 1.05377 1.05476 1.05539 1.05596 1.05617 1.05620

10 0.78718 0.82314 0.83327 0.83714 0.83763 0.83767
1 0.16234 0.24290 0.24971 0.25130 0.25148 0.25149

10�1 �0.07627 �0.06041 �0.05949 �0.05927 �0.05925 �0.05924

10�2 �0.10704 �0.10532 �0.10522 �0.10520 �0.10520 �0.10520

10�3 �0.11020 �0.11003 �0.11002 �0.11002 �0.11002 �0.11002

0 �0.11055 �0.11055 �0.11055 �0.11055 �0.11055 �0.11055
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where

bk ¼ b�k ¼
1

2p

Z
L

btkdt ¼ � 1
2p

k1

hcl2

Z 2p

0

expðikgÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a sin2 g

q dg: ð18Þ

For the recurrent procedure of bk evaluation, see Appendix A.
The last step is removing the Dk. We express them from

Eq. (14) as

ek1Dk ¼
Akt�2k

0

t�2k
0 � t2k

0

� �þ Ak

t�2k
0 � t2k

0

� �þ ak ð19Þ

and substitute into Eq. (17) to get the final form of the linear
system:

ek1 þ 1
� �

Ak � 2
Akt�2k

0

t�2k
0 � t2k

0

� �� 2
Ak

t�2k
0 � t2k

0

� �þ ek1 � 1
� �

ak þ akt2k
0

� �
þ
X1
n¼1

ntk�n
0 Anbk�n þ Anbkþn

� �
þ
X

n

ntk�n
0 anbk�n þ anbkþn

� �
¼ 0;

k ¼ 1;2; . . . : ð20Þ

We mention three degenerate cases of the considered problem, they
are (a) perfect interface hc ¼ 1, (b) non-conducting interface hc ¼ 0
and (c) circular inclusion, where the solution is elementary (Kushch,
2013, e.g.,) and, in the case of uniform far flux, the dipole moment
A1 is the only non-zero expansion coefficient in Eq. (11). A complete
solution for a finite hc is given by the infinite series of Eqs. (12) and
(8) and hence requires an infinite set of linear equations of Eq. (20)
to be solved.

Remark 2. The above solution procedure applies equally to the
more general case of inhomogeneously imperfect interface:
hc ¼ hc gð Þ. The only difference consists in numerical evaluation
of the integrals bk ¼ 1

2p
R

L btkdt. The only exception is

hc gð Þ ¼ K
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a sin2 g

q
(K being a constant) where bk ¼ 0 for all

k – 0 which makes the solution elementary. It can be readily
shown that this solution corresponds to the case of a thin
interphase layer between the inclusion and matrix, with confocal
inner and outer boundary.
Fig. 1. The inclusion-averaged heat flux q1h iS1
as a function of normalized interface

conductivity ehc .
3.4. Numerical example

An approximate numerical solution of Eq. (20) up to arbitrary
accuracy e can be found by the truncation method (Kantorovich
and Krylov, 1964) which implies retaining a finite number
nmax eð Þ of harmonics in Eq. (11) and the same number of equations
in the linear system of Eq. (20). An approximate solution obtained
this way tends to exact one as nmax !1. In so doing, it is impor-
tant to keep in mind that convergence rate is substantially affected
by the problem parameters. As expected, convergence accelerates
when we approach the degenerate cases, i.e., for (a) hc !1, (b)
hc ! 0 and (c) e ¼ 1 and arbitrary hc .

For any finite hc;nmax increases when e! 0 : to maintain an er-
ror in the numerical calculations of order 1%, Shen et al. (2000)
recommended nmax ¼ 3 for 1 > e > 1=3; nmax ¼ 5 for
1=3 > e > 1=6 and nmax ¼ 7 for 1=6 > e > 1=9. The data in Table 1
demonstrate convergence of A1 in terms of the number of harmon-
ics, nmax for inclusion with e ¼ 0:1 and ek1 ¼ k1=k0 ¼ 1000. Also, in
this and all subsequent numerical tests we operate with the nor-
malized interface conductivity coefficient ehc ¼ hcl1=k0. The far field
is given by temperature gradient G ¼ 1 (flux in x1 direction). As
seen from the table, nmax ¼ 20 provides 5-digit accuracy of A1

and related parameters.
It was mentioned already that, for a finite hc , the flux in the
inclusion is non-uniform even in the case of uniform far flux. The
inclusion-averaged flux

q1h iS1
¼ 1

S1

Z
S1

q1ds ¼ �2k1

d
ReD1

is also affected by hc . Fig. 1 shows an effect of hc on the average
flux q1h iS1

where ek1 is taken after (Shen et al., 2000):ek1 ¼ 30:17=1:02 ’ 29:6.
As seen from the plots, for ehc 6 0:01 and ehc P 100 we approach

two opposite degenerate cases, namely, those of pore and perfect
interface regardless of the shape factor e. For large ehc values, how-
ever, q1h iS1

is greatly affected by this parameter and grows from
q1h iS1

¼ 1:94 for e ¼ 1:0 to q1h iS1
¼ 5:13 for e ¼ 0:2. Noteworthy,

the numerical data reported by Shen et al. (2000) are incorrect.
The straightforward application of the above theory to the

micromechanics is to develop a single-inclusion based (dilute,
Maxwell, self-consistent, differential, etc.) scheme for evaluation
of the effective conductivity of elliptic fiber composite with imper-
fect interface. In what follows, we use it as the background theory
for developing the advanced, RUC model of composite.
4. RUC model of composite

We consider the representative unit cell (RUC) model of com-
posite with inclusions of elliptic shape. Specifically, we study a
composite where the elliptic fibers form a periodic micro structure
with the period a along the axes Ox1 and Ox2 of the global Cartesian
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coordinate frame. The unit cell of this material is a square contain-
ing N inclusions. To minimize a number of parameters, we assume
all the inclusions to be identical and equally oriented (in x1

direction), see Fig. 2. Consideration of composite with inclusions
of various size, shape, orientation and properties follows the same
way. Within a cell, inclusions are located arbitrarily but without
overlapping other inclusions of this and adjacent cells. At the same
time, the inclusions can cross the cell boundary: we consider the
inclusion as belonging to the cell if the center of inclusion lies in-
side it. Thus, geometry of the unit cell is defined by the side length
a, the coordinates ðX1q;X2qÞ of the center Oq of qth inclusion
1 6 q 6 Nð Þ, their aspect ratio e ¼ l2=l1 and inter foci length 2d.

The whole composite bulk is obtained by replicating the unit cell
in two orthogonal directions. The volume content of inclusions
c ¼ Npl1l2=a2. The random RUC geometry shown in Fig. 2 is gener-
ated using the Monte Carlo procedure of Metropolis type (see, e.g.,
Byström, 2003 for the details).

Besides the global Cartesian coordinate frame Ox1x2, we
introduce the inclusion-related local coordinate frames Oqx1qx2q

whose origins coincide with the center of q-th inclusion whereas
the Oqx1q and Oqx2q axes are parallel to the corresponding axes of
the global coordinate frame. The global z ¼ x1 þ ix2 and local
zq ¼ x1q þ ix2q variables are related by z ¼ zq þ Zq ðZq ¼
X1q þ iX2qÞ. The local, inclusion-related elliptic coordinates
nq ¼ fq þ igq are defined by the formula analogous to Eq. (4):

zq ¼ d coshðnqÞ ¼
d
2
ðtq þ t�1

q Þ; tq ¼ exp nq: ð21Þ

At the qth inclusion surface Lq, we have fq ¼ f0 and t0 ¼ exp f0.
The temperature gradient and flux fields are assumed macro-

scopically uniform and defined by the constant macroscopic gradi-
ent G. Due to the cell-type periodicity of geometry, the local
temperature field is a quasi-periodic function of coordinates:

Tðzþ aÞ � TðzÞ ¼ G1a; Tðzþ iaÞ � TðzÞ ¼ G2a: ð22Þ
4.1. Analytical solution

We use the superposition principle to write a general solution
of the out-of-plane problem as

Tð0Þ ¼ Re bu; bu ¼ ufar þ
XN

p¼1

buðpÞ; ð23Þ

where, as before, ufar ¼ Cz is a linear term and

buðpÞ ¼X1
n¼1

AðpÞn
btnðzpÞ 1 6 p 6 Nð Þ: ð24Þ
Fig. 2. RUC model of the random structure composite with elliptic fibers: number
of inclusions per cell N ¼ 48, aspect ratio e ¼ 1=3, volume content of inclusions
c ¼ 0:5.
The functions btn in Eq. (24) are periodic complex potentials defined
by Eq. (C.1) of Appendix C and AðpÞn are the complex series expansion
coefficients to be found. The properties Eq. (C.4) of the functions btn

enable fulfilling the periodicity conditions of Eq. (22). Substitution
of Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (22) gives us

C ¼ Gþ pdi
a2

XN

p¼1

ImAðpÞ1 : ð25Þ

To fulfil the boundary conditions of Eq. (6), we first expand bu in a
vicinity of qth inclusion (in fact, with respect of its midpoint Oq) into
the Laurent series of tq. Expansion of the linear term ufar is
elementary:

ufar ¼ CZq þ
Cd
2
ðtq þ 1=tqÞ:

Expansion of the periodic disturbance terms buðpÞ, Eq. (24) employs
Eq. (C.2) for the terms with p ¼ q and Eq. (C.5) for the rest of them.
Omitting the algebra, we write

bu ¼X
k

AðqÞk þ aðqÞk

� �
tq
� ��k ðAðqÞk � 0 for k 6 0Þ; ð26Þ

where

aðqÞk ¼
XN

p¼1

X1
n¼1

AðpÞn g�pq
nk þ dk;�1

Cd
2

ð27Þ

and g�pq
nk ¼ gpq

nk þ egpq
nk. The explicit form of gpq

nk and egpq
nk is given by Eqs.

(B.3) and (C.6), respectively. We note also that aðqÞk of Eq. (27) are the
expansion coefficients of the regular part of solution and, hence,
aðqÞ�k ¼ aðqÞk is the necessary condition. For more details, see Kushch
(2013).

The form of Eq. (26) is the same as of Eq. (12), so the only
remaining step is substitution of Eq. (27) into Eq. (20) written for
qth interface. After some algebra, we come to the following com-
pact, convenient for numerical realization formulas:

X1
n¼0

AðqÞn W 1ð Þ
nk þ AðqÞn W 2ð Þ

nk þ aðqÞn v ð1Þnk þ aðqÞn v ð2Þnk

� �
¼ 0

q ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ; ð28Þ

where

W 1ð Þ
nk ¼ nt�n

0 bk�n þ dnk
ek1 þ 1
� �

� 2t�2n
0

t�2n
0 � t2n

0

	 

t�n

0 ;

W 2ð Þ
nk ¼ nt�n

0 bkþn � dnk
2t�n

0

t�2n
0 � t2n

0

;

v ð1Þnk ¼ nt�n
0 bk�n � ntn

0bkþn þ dnk
ek1 � 1
� �

t�n
0 ;

v ð2Þnk ¼ nt�n
0 bkþn � ntn

0bk�n þ dnk
ek1 � 1
� �

tn
0:

Numerical solution of the linear system Eq. (28) is obtained by the
truncation method.

4.2. Effective conductivity tensor

The derived analytical solution provides evaluation of the local
thermal fields in every point of the unit cell. For our purpose, it is
important that these fields can be integrated analytically to obtain
the exact, closed form formula for the effective transverse conduc-
tivity tensor K� ¼ k�ij

n o
of a fibrous composite defined by

qh i ¼ �K� � rTh i; ð29Þ
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where rTh i and qh i are the macroscopic temperature gradient and
heat flux vector, respectively. In order to evaluate k�ij for a given
geometry and properties of composite, one has to conduct a series
of numerical tests with various rTh i and evaluate the macroscopic
heat flux it causes. Specifically, k�ij ¼ � qih i for rTh i ¼ ij, so we need
an explicit expression of the macroscopic temperature gradient and
heat flux corresponding to our temperature solution, Eqs. (23)–(28).

The macroscopic quantities rTh i and qh i are commonly defined
as the volume-averaged values of the corresponding local fields:

rTh i¼def 1
V

Z
V
rTdx; qh i¼def 1

V

Z
V

qdx; ð30Þ

where V is a volume of the representative volume element (RVE) of
composite. An alternate, surface averaging-based definition of the
macroscopic conductivity parameters (Zuzovsky and Brenner,
1977):

rTh i¼def 1
V

Z
S

Tnds; qh i¼def 1
V

Z
S

q � nð Þx ds; ð31Þ

where S is a boundary of RVE, x ¼ xjij is the position vector and
n ¼ njij is the normal unit vector. The definition Eq. (31) is advanta-
geous for the following reasons. First, it involves only the observa-
ble/measurable quantities – temperature and flux – at the surface of
composite specimen. In essence, RVE is considered as a ‘‘black box’’
which makes the definition general, valid for composites with
arbitrary interior microstructure. In context of our study, the most
important is the fact that Eq. (31) holds true for composites with
imperfect interfaces whereas volume averaging of Eq. (30) fails
(Benveniste and Miloh, 1986). This is clearly seen from the Green
formula-based identities

1
V

Z
V
rTdx ¼ 1

V

Z
S

Tndsþ 1
V

XN

i¼1

Z
Si

sTtnds ð32Þ

and

1
V

Z
V

qdx ¼ 1
V

Z
S

q � nð Þxdsþ 1
V

XN

i¼1

Z
Si

sq � ntxds: ð33Þ

where Si is the ith interface and s � t means the function jump. The
definitions Eqs. (30) and (31) coincide only in the case of continuous
across the interface temperature T and normal flux qn ¼ q � n. Eqs.
(32) and (33) prove also that the average parameters defined by
Eq. (2.20) of Cheng and Torquato (1997), Eq. (2.7) of Cheng and Tor-
quato (1997) and by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.7) of Kuo (2013) are equiva-
lent to Eq. (31). For more discussion on this subject, see Kushch
and Sevostianov (2013) and Kushch (2013).

Due to macro periodicity of structure imposed by RUC model,
the last one can serve as RVE of composite for the effective conduc-
tivity evaluation purpose. The general relations between the mac-
roscopic parameters rTh i and qh i for the RUC model of composite
(Kushch and Sevostianov, 2013) hold true for 2D. As would be ex-
pected from Eq. (22), rTh i ¼ G. The formula for average heat flux in
our case becomes

qh i ¼ �K0 � rTh i þ 1
a2

XN

q¼1

pðqÞ; ð34Þ

where

pðqÞ ¼
Z

Lq

Tð0Þqn xð Þ � qn Tð0Þ
� �

x
h i

dL ð35Þ

and Lq is the qth matrix-inhomogeneity interface. In Eq. (35), inte-
gral is taken over the matrix side (T ¼ Tð0Þ, q ¼ qð0Þ) of
Lq; qn Tð Þ ¼ q Tð Þ � n is the normal flux and qn xð Þ ¼ qn xj

� �
ij. In the

considered by us isotropic case, qn xð Þ ¼ �k0n.
In the second term in Eq. (34), pðqÞ is the induced dipole moment
of qth inhomogeneity. For further discussion, see Kushch and
Sevostianov (2013): here, we note only that the integrals in Eq.
(35) involve only the matrix phase temperature field, Tð0Þ. More-
over, these integrals are identically zero for all but dipole term in
the T ð0Þ multipole expansion in a vicinity of inhomogeneity and
represent contribution of these inhomogeneities to the overall con-
ductivity tensor.

Evaluation of the integral of Eq. (35) over the elliptic boundary
is ready. In complex variables, it takes the form

pðqÞ ¼ k0

Z
Lq

@Tð0Þ

@n
z� nTð0Þ

 !
dL;

where pðqÞ ¼ pðqÞ1 þ ipðqÞ2 . In view of

z ¼ d cosh n;
@

@n
¼ 1

d sinh nj j
@

@f
; n ¼ sinh n

sinh nj j ; dL ¼ d sinh nj jdg;

Eq. (35) reduces to

pðqÞ ¼ k0

Z 2p

0

@T ð0Þ

@fq
cosh nq � Tð0Þ sinh nq

 !
dgq: ð36Þ

Recall that Tð0Þ ¼ Re bu; we substitute the local expansion of bu given
by Eq. (26) into Eq. (36). Only zero Fourier harmonics in gq survives
integration over the period, so we get

pðqÞ ¼ �k0pdAðqÞ1 :

As would be expected, only the dipole term contributes to the effec-
tive conductivity of composite. Substitution of this expression into
Eq. (34) gives the remarkably simple formula

� qh i
k0
¼ Gþ pd

a2

XN

q¼1

AðqÞ1 : ð37Þ

Together with Eqs. (29), re-written as

� qh i ¼ ðk�11 þ ik�21ÞG1 þ ðk�12 þ ik�22ÞG2;

the formula Eq. (37) provides evaluation of the effective conductiv-
ity tensor K�.

5. Numerical study

The model we have developed involves a number of parameters
contributing to the effective conductivity of composite. They are
volume content c of inclusions, their arrangement (Zq), size and
shape (l1 and l2), inclusion-to-matrix conductivity ratio ek1 and nor-
malized interface conductivity, ehc . In this numerical study, we keep
l1 ¼ 1 and k0 ¼ 1 fixed. Also, we limit our consideration by two
model geometries of composite. One of them is a periodic orthog-
onal array whose periods a1 and a2 are proportional to inclusion’s
semi axes: l1=a1 ¼ l2=a2. Another one is the quasi-random geome-
try shown in Fig. 2, with N ¼ 48. Noteworthy, the last model can be
also used to study the periodic structures provided the ratio a1=a2

is a rational number, see Figs. 3 and 4 for example. An alternate ap-
proach consists in considering the rectangle with sides a1 and a2

containing one inclusion as a unit cell of periodic composite. All
the above theory, with appropriate modification of the standard
lattice sums R�n Eq. (C.7), applies to this model as well.

The multiple inclusion model boundary-value problem reduces
to an infinite linear system even in the case of perfect interface.
Therefore, an accuracy of numerical (approximate, in fact) solution
will depend on the number nmax of equations retained in Eq. (28).
Some idea of the reported below numerical data can be drawn
from Table 2, where the effective conductivity k�22 of periodic com-
posite is shown as a function of nmax for volume content c ¼ 0:7



Table 2
Convergence rate of k�22=k0 as a function of nmax for volume content c ¼ 0:7 and
conductivity ratio ek1 ¼ 1000.

nmax e ¼ 0:5 e ¼ 0:2

ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1 ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1

1 0.15696 2.49917 5.10142 0.13860 1.38832 4.71613
3 0.12590 2.64753 6.66346 0.10420 1.45461 6.37850
5 0.12428 2.65092 6.98261 0.10178 1.45310 6.82303
10 0.12396 2.65141 7.08665 0.10175 1.45340 6.95565
15 0.12394 2.65141 7.09175 0.10174 1.45342 6.96353
20 0.12394 2.65141 7.09181 0.10174 1.45342 6.96363

FEA 0.12394 2.6514 7.0918 0.1017 1.4534 6.9637

Fig. 3. Effective conductivities k�11 and k�22 of periodic composite with perfectly
conducting inclusions (ek1 ¼ 1) as a function of interface conductivity ehc: aspect
ratio e ¼ 0:5; volume content of inclusions c ¼ 0:3; 0:5 and 0:7.

Fig. 4. Effective conductivities k�11 and k�22 of composite of perfectly conducting
inclusions (ek1 ¼ 1) as a function of interface conductivity ehc : aspect ratio e ¼ 0:2;
volume fraction of inclusions c ¼ 0:3; 0:5 and 0:7.
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and ek1 ¼ 1000. As seen from the table, the convergence rate is gov-
erned primarily by the volume content of inclusions or, what is the
same, by the minimum distance between them. With nmax in-
creased, the numbers computed from Eq. (37) converge to those
obtained independently by solving the unit cell problem by the fi-
nite element method and shown in the bottom row of Table 2. It is
seen from the table that for c ¼ 0:7 � 0:9cmax, where cmax ¼ p=4
corresponds to dense packing, nmax ¼ 20 provides evaluation of
the effective conductivity of composite with at least 5-digit accu-
racy. What is important in the context of our study, k� convergence
rate is practically invariant of hc .
Table 3
Effective conductivity k�11 of periodic composite as a function of volume content c, conduc

c ek1 ¼ 1 ek1 ¼ 10

ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1 ehc ¼ 0

0.1 0.8611 0.9937 1.0 0.8611
0.2 0.7213 0.9874 1.0 0.7213
0.3 0.5890 0.9812 1.0 0.5890
0.4 0.4661 0.9749 1.0 0.4661
0.5 0.3528 0.9688 1.0 0.3528
0.6 0.2466 0.9626 1.0 0.2466
0.7 0.1412 0.9566 1.0 0.1412
In Figs. 3 and 4, the components k�11 and k�22 of the effective con-
ductivity tensor of periodic composite are plotted as a function ofehc. The perfectly conducting inclusions (ek1 ¼ 1) with aspect ratio
e ¼ 0:5 (Fig. 3) and e ¼ 0:2 (Fig. 4) are considered; their volume
content c ¼ 0:3; 0:5 and 0.7. Our computations show that forehc P 100 the macroscopic conductivity is close to that of compos-
ite with perfect interface (hc ¼ 1). In this limiting case, our results
expectedly coincide with the accurate data by Lu (1994) shown by
the solid and open circles. This can be regarded as a validation of
both the theory and numerical algorithm of our method. Forehc 6 0:1, conductivity of composite is close to that of porous solid
– despite the fact that the conductivity of inclusions is infinitely
large. This example clearly shows that an interface may affect over-
all conductivity of composite quite substantially and therefore
should be taken into account.

Tables 3 and 4 contain the computed effective conductivity k�11

and k�22, respectively, of periodic composite as a function of volume
fraction, ek1 and ehc . The aspect ratio of inclusions e ¼ 1=3. Again, we
observe substantial effect of interface conductivity on the macro-
scopic response of composite.

For c ¼ 0:5; ek1 ¼ 10 and hc ¼ 1, these data are consistent with
those reported by Byström (2003), for ek1 ¼ 1000 and hc ¼ 1 (per-
fect thermal contact) they agree with the results by Lu (1994).

Now, we proceed to composite of random structure. The below
data were obtained from the RUC model (Fig. 2) containing N ¼ 48
equally oriented ellipses. This model in the particular case of circu-
lar inclusions perfectly bonded to the matrix was studied by sev-
eral authors (Kim and Torquato, 1990; Cheng and Greengard,
1997; Byström, 2003 among others), and so we start from compar-
ison. In Table 5, an effective conductivity k�11 ¼ k�22 of composite
with randomly placed circular (e ¼ 1), perfectly conducting inclu-
sions is shown as a function of their volume content c and normal-
ized interface conductivity ehc . The last four columns of this table
contain the data obtained by other authors for composite with per-
fect interface. They are labelled as follows: [C&G] – Cheng and
Greengard (1997), [B] – Byström (2003), [M] – Milton (1981) and
[K&T] – Kim and Torquato (1990). As comparison shows, our data
for two limiting cases (hc ¼ 1 and hc ¼ 0) are consistent with
tivity ratio ek1 and normalized interface conductivity ehc .

ek1 ¼ 1000

ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1 ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1

1.2084 1.2559 0.8611 1.2836 1.3564
1.4148 1.5144 0.7213 1.5641 1.7189
1.6409 1.8110 0.5890 1.8825 2.1595
1.9021 2.1753 0.4661 2.2715 2.7509
2.2165 2.6500 0.3528 2.7762 3.6256
2.6107 3.3155 0.2466 3.4769 5.1175
3.1321 4.3849 0.1412 4.5514 8.6142



Table 4
Effective conductivity k�22 of periodic composite as a function of volume content c, conductivity ratio ek1 and normalized interface conductivity ehc .

c ek1 ¼ 1 ek1 ¼ 10 ek1 ¼ 1000

ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1 ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1 ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 10 ehc ¼ 1

0.1 0.7366 0.9687 1.0 0.7366 1.0692 1.1368 0.7366 1.0859 1.1611
0.2 0.5809 0.9391 1.0 0.5809 1.1496 1.3177 0.5809 1.1894 1.3853
0.3 0.4621 0.9108 1.0 0.4621 1.2413 1.5533 0.4621 1.3114 1.6962
0.4 0.3626 0.8834 1.0 0.3626 1.3451 1.8641 0.3626 1.4545 2.1419
0.5 0.2747 0.8567 1.0 0.2747 1.4622 2.2866 0.2747 1.6227 2.8276
0.6 0.1944 0.8307 1.0 0.1944 1.5942 2.8926 0.1944 1.8212 4.0373
0.7 0.1149 0.8048 1.0 0.1149 1.7433 3.8503 0.1149 2.0574 7.0149

Table 5
Effective conductivity k�11 ¼ k�22 of composite with randomly placed circular (e ¼ 1),
perfectly conducting inclusions as a function of volume content c and interface
conductivity ehc .

c Eq. (37) [C&G] [B] [M] [K&T]

ehc ¼ 0 ehc ¼ 1 ehc ¼ 5 ehc ¼ 1

0.1 0.813 0.991 1.115 1.182 1.182 1.182 1.182 –
0.2 0.651 0.981 1.246 1.410 1.410 1.410 1.408 1.41
0.3 0.508 0.972 1.393 1.698 1.698 1.697 1.690 –
0.4 0.388 0.963 1.56 2.07 2.067 2.068 2.049 2.07
0.5 0.285 0.953 1.75 2.55 2.546 2.543 2.512 –
0.6 0.200 0.944 1.98 3.18 3.186 3.170 3.123 3.14
0.7 0.131 0.935 2.23 4.00 4.020 3.945 3.927 –

Fig. 6. Effective conductivity k�22 of random structure composite of elliptic (e ¼ 1=3)
inclusions as a function of volume content of inclusions c: bulk conductivity ratioek1 ¼ 10; normalized interface conductivity ehc ¼ 0;1;5 and 1.
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those available in literature. To our best knowledge, only the
approximate results are available in literature Lu and Song
(1996) for the random structure composite with a finite hc .

The paper by Byström (2003) is probably the only work where
the RUC model of elliptic fiber composite with perfect interface
was studied. The effective conductivity of composite containing
elliptic inclusions with imperfect interface never been considered
even approximately. The derived by us complete solution of this
problem enables obtaining the reliable data for the random com-
posite with elliptic fibers, imperfectly bonded to the matrix. The
concentration dependencies k�11 cð Þ and k�22 cð Þ for a composite with
e ¼ 1=3 and ek1 ¼ 10 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. There,
the curves 1–4 correspond to ehc ¼ 0; 1, 5 and1. Again, our results
for hc ¼ 1 are consistent with the data reported by Byström (2003)
shown by the open circles in Figs. 5 and 6. The numerical data for a
finite hc have been obtained for the first time.
Fig. 5. Effective conductivity k�11 of random structure composite of elliptic (e ¼ 1=3)
inclusions as a function of volume content of inclusions c: bulk conductivity ratioek1 ¼ 10; normalized interface conductivity ehc ¼ 0; 1; 5 and 1.
6. Conclusions

The interfaces greatly contribute to the local and overall behav-
ior of heterogeneous solids and so should be taken into account
adequately in the predictive models. Only one example is the Kap-
itza resistance which greatly reduces the thermal conductivity of
composite at micro scale (e.g., Every et al., 1992). The problems
involving composites with imperfect interface have received a con-
siderable attention in the literature. However, the most work in the
area is done for composites with spherical or circular inclusions.
The micromechanical models able to predict the cumulative effect
of interface shape and imperfectness degree on the composite’s lo-
cal and overall behavior are virtually absent in the literature. To
address this problem, the analytical, Rayleigh type method has
been developed to study the transverse conductivity and longitudi-
nal shear of composite with the aligned elliptic fibers imperfectly
bonded to the matrix. The complete, multipole expansion solution
has been obtained for the local fields and effective properties of
composite. Both the periodic and random microstructure of com-
posite are considered. In the latter case, the representative unit cell
of a composite contains multiple elliptic inclusions. Taking their
number sufficiently large enables study the relationships between
the micro structure statistics and macroscopic behavior of compos-
ite. The method combines the principle of superposition, technique
of complex potentials and some new results in the theory of special
functions. An appropriate choice of complex potentials and the re-
expansion formulas for them reduce the boundary-value problem
for a heterogeneous solid to an ordinary, well-posed set of linear
algebraic equations. This in turn reduces the computational effort
of solution and thus provides high numerical efficiency of the
developed method. The exact, finite form expressions for the effec-
tive conductivity tensor have been derived by analytical averaging
of the local temperature gradient and heat flux fields. The obtained
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solution has been tested numerically for convergence and verified
by comparison with the available numerical data for the particular
cases. The accurate numerical data reported in the paper show a
substantial effect of interface resistance on the effective conductiv-
ity of composite and can serve as a benchmark for the newly devel-
oped theories of composites with imperfect interface. Noteworthy,
the assumption of aligned inclusions was made only for the sim-
plicity sake and is in no way limiting. The developed theory applies
equally to the multiphase and polydisperse composites with ran-
domly placed and oriented elliptic inclusions with homogeneous
interface resistance. Its extension to the composites with inhomo-
geneously imperfect interface (Ru and Schiavone, 1997) is straight-
forward. Yet another promising application of the developed
theory is the nanocomposites with coherent interfaces (Luo and
Wang, 2009). These problems will be addressed in the subsequent
publications.
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Appendix A. Evaluation of bk coefficients

We re-write Eq. (18) as

bk ¼ �
1

2p
k1

hl2

Z 2p

0

cos kg� i sin kg
DðaÞ dg;

where DðaÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a sin2 g

q
. It is readily seen that for all integer kZ 2p

0

sin kg
DðaÞ dg � 0;

Z 2p

0

cos 2kþ 1ð Þg
DðaÞ dg � 0;

so we only need to evaluate the integrals of type

Ik ¼
Z 2p

0

cos 2kg
DðaÞ dg ¼ 4

Z p=2

0

cos 2kg
DðaÞ dg: ðA:1Þ

For k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1, these integrals are written in terms of complete
elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, defined as (Abramovitz
and Stegun, 1964)

KðaÞ ¼
Z p=2

0

dx
Dð�aÞ and EðaÞ ¼

Z p=2

0
Dð�aÞdx;

respectively. By comparison with Eq. (A.1), one finds

I0 ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
a
p

Kð�aÞ ðA:2Þ

and

I1 ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
a
p

1þ 2
a

� �
Kð�aÞ � 2

a
Eð�aÞ

	 

: ðA:3Þ

Now, we derive the recurrent formula for Ik; k P 2. The standard
trigonometry consideration yields

Ikþ1ffiffiffi
a
p ¼

Z 2p

0

cos 2kg cos 2g
DðaÞ dg�

Z 2p

0

sin 2kg sin 2g
DðaÞ dg ðA:4Þ

andZ 2p

0

cos 2kg cos 2g
DðaÞ dg ¼ Ikþ1 þ Ik�1

2
ffiffiffi
a
p :

Also, we apply the differentiation formulas

2
a

dDðaÞ ¼ sin 2gdg
DðaÞ ; d sin 2kg ¼ 2k cos 2kgdg

and integration by parts to transform the second integral in
Eq. (A.4):
Z 2p

0

sin 2kg sin 2g
DðaÞ dg ¼ 2

a

Z 2p

0
sin 2kg dDðaÞ

¼ 2
a

sin 2kg dDðaÞ1=2

�����
2p

0

�
Z 2p

0
DðaÞd sin 2kg

24 35
¼ �2k

2
a
þ 1

� �
Ikffiffiffi
a
p þ 2k

Z 2p

0

cos 2kg cos 2g
DðaÞ dg:

By combining the above formulas, we obtain the recurrent formula

1
2
þ k

� �
IkþÞ ¼

1
2
� k

� �
Ik�1 þ 2k

2
a
þ 1

� �
Ik: ðA:5Þ

Together with Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3), Eq. (A.5) provides an efficient
evaluation of Ik and hence bk coefficients of Eq. (18).

Appendix B. Re-expansion formulas for the elliptic solid
harmonics

The series expansion of the pth inclusion-related irregular ellip-
tic harmonics ðtpÞ�n ðn > 0Þ in a vicinity of another, qth inclusion is
given by the formula (Kushch et al., 2005)

t�n
p ¼

X1
m¼0

gpq
nm tm

q þ t�m
q

� �
n P 1ð Þ; ðB:1Þ

where the expansion coefficients gpq
nm ¼ gnm Zpq;dp;dq

� �
and

Zpq ¼ Zq � Zp. For the arbitrarily located, equally oriented elliptic
coordinate frames Opx1px2p and Oqx1qx2q with the same semi-foci
parameter dp ¼ dq ¼ d, Yardley et al., 1999 have suggested the
formula

gnmðZpqÞ ¼
1
p

Z p

0
tp
� ��n

����
fq¼0

cosðmgqÞdgp: ðB:2Þ

Computational effort of gnm evaluation from (B.2) is quite consider-
able. An efficiency of numerical algorithm can be improved by using
two series expansions of gnm (Kushch et al., 2005). The first one is

gnmðZÞ ¼ �1ð Þmn
X1
j¼0

V�ðnþmþ2jÞ �
Xj

l¼0

�1ð Þj�l

j� lð Þ!
1
2

� �nþmþ2l

�Mnml
nþmþ lþ j� 1ð Þ!

j� lð Þ! ; ðB:3Þ

where V is defined by Z ¼ d V þ V�1
� �

. Here,

Mnml ¼
nþmþ lþ 1ð Þl

l! nþ lð Þ! mþ lð Þ! ;

where nð Þm is the Pohgammer’s symbol. The series Eq. (B.1) with
the coefficients Eq. (B.3) converges within an ellipse centered in
Zq with inter-foci distance 2d and passing the pole of pth elliptic
coordinate frame closest to Zq which is sufficient to solve for
any two non-overlapping ellipses. For the well-separated (namely,
zp

�� �� > d; zq

�� �� < Zpq

�� �� and Zpq

�� �� > 2d) inclusions, Eq. (B.3) simplifies to

gnmðZÞ ¼ n �1ð Þm
X1
l¼0

d2lþnþmMnml
C nþmþ 2lð Þ

2Zð Þnþmþ2l
: ðB:4Þ
Appendix C. Periodic complex potentials

Following Kushch et al. (2009b), we define the functions btn as
2D lattice sums:

btnðzÞ ¼
X

k

tðzþWkÞ½ 	�n n P 1ð Þ; ðC:1Þ

where Wk ¼ ak ¼ a k1 þ ik2ð Þ, �1 < k1; k2 <1. The drawback of
this definition is the convergence issue: in fact, the series Eq. (C.1)
for n ¼ 1 is conditionally convergent (Kushch, 2013). An alternate
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way of defining the functions btn uses their local series expansion of
the form

btn ¼ t�n þ
X

k

egnkð0Þ tð Þ�k
; ðC:2Þ

where

egnkðzÞ ¼
X
k–0

gnm zþWkð Þ; ðC:3Þ

gnm being the re-expansion coefficient defined by Eq. (B.1). For
n > 1, the definitions by Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) are equivalent. The
periodic harmonics introduced this way obey the following period-
icity conditions:btnðzþ aÞ � btnðzÞ ¼ 0; ðC:4Þ

btnðzþ iaÞ � btnðzÞ ¼ dn1
pdi

a

and possess a countable set of cuts centered in the points Wk. The
series Eq. (C.1) is term wise differentiable; hence btn obeys Laplace
equation and can be thought as the periodic complex potential.

In order to fulfil the boundary conditions at the qth inclusion,
we need the local expansion of btnðzpÞ in terms of tq. This regular
expansion is readily derived with aid of the re-expansion formulas
Eq. (B.1). We write it in the following formbtnðzpÞ ¼

X
m

gpq
nm þ egpq

nm

� �
tq
� ��m

; ðC:5Þ

where egpq
nm ¼ egnkðZpqÞ and egpq

nm ¼ egnkðZpqÞ. In Eq. (C.5), Zpq is under-
stood as a minimum distance between the p-th and q-th inclusions,
with account for those belonging to the adjacent cells:
Zpq ¼minðZq � Zp � a� iaÞ. Then, the first term in Eq. (C.5) is com-
puted using Eq. (B.3). As to the second one, given by Eq. (C.6), we
note that a
 d for the typical RUC model. Therefore, Eq. (B.4)
applies here and so we get

egpq
nm ¼ n �1ð Þm

X1
l¼0

d
2

� �nþmþ2l

MnmlC nþmþ 2lð ÞR�nþmþ2lðZpqÞ; ðC:6Þ

where R�n is the standard lattice sum defined as

R�nðzÞ ¼
X
k–0

zþWkð Þ�n
: ðC:7Þ
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